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OUR CURRENT NEWS
Adrián SZŐKE
ADRIÁN will be 23 years old in this year. A striker who can be used very well in a 1 and 2 striker systems as
well. He is able to focus only on ﬁnishes and score with any part of his body, but more complex tasks can
be entrusted to him, if the expectaEon from him is to be
already involved in the build-up (ball possession) and the
demoliEon of the defense. However, he is also eﬀecEve in
counter-aJacks. He is lean, spindly physique,
uncomfortable for defenders. In Cologne (1. FC Köln) he
learned to think in terms of system, and in the
Netherlands, how to break the template based with his
own strengths. He has an extremely calm and a fair
personality. He speaks German, English, Dutch, Serbian,
Hungarian.

„We’re looking for the
team where he gets
the continuous play
opportunity to finally
get the breakthrough.”
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Unfortunately, in his
in 6-8 games in a row to
and because of this it
extra quality to score

where he
opportunity to ﬁnally get the breakthrough.
current team, he doesn’t get a conEnuous chance to play
really get matured, so the process is always interrupted
looks like that he is not good enough, although he has an
even from very few chances since childhood.
A^la Apró - character development specialist

A team can count on him as a
frontman, where he could play as the
only striker, but he can also work well
as a second striker, as his excep9onal
capability is to serve and t brace the
players who play around him. The
team who is looking for such a
versa9le and humanly impeccable
player as its number one striker,
should give us a call now!
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László Kleinheisler (27) - AM

Barnabás Rácz (25) - AM
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Áron Benke (19) - AM

Marcell Vaits (19) - GK
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